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The Remedies Opinion in
International Transactions
Traditionally, major commercial contracts in the United States stipulate that as
a condition to the closing of the transaction the lawyer for one party must give
a legal opinion with an agreed upon wording to the other party. This practice also
prevails in the case of international or transborder agreements if one of the parties
is a U.S. entity. Increasingly, legal opinions are also required in international
transactions even if they do not involve U.S. parties.' In domestic transactions
in countries other than the United States and Canada, however, legal opinions are
rarely requested or given.
Assume a lawyer of country A is called upon to render an opinion on an
agreement governed by the law of country B; for instance, a German lawyer is
asked to render an opinion on an agreement governed by New York law or a New
York lawyer is asked to render an opinion on an agreement governed by German
law. A lawyer of country A would be asked to render an opinion on an agreement
governed by the law of country B if one of the parties to the agreement is incorpo-
rated or located in country A or if for other reasons an enforcement of the
agreement in country A is likely.
This article deals with such opinions on agreements governed by the law of a
jurisdiction other than the jurisdiction of the lawyer who renders the opinion and
uses an opinion of New York counsel with respect to an agreement governed by
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a foreign law as the basis of its investigation. It asks what opinion New York
counsel should give if he or she followed the suggestions made either by the
International Bar Association or the American Bar Association.
Although this article principally deals with an opinion on a foreign law contract
rendered by a New York lawyer, the conclusions of this article would equally
apply to opinions of counsel of most or all other states of the United States.
3
I. Bar Association Reports on Legal Opinions
During the last twenty years bar associations and practitioners in the United
States have made considerable efforts to analyze the relationship between the
opinion giver and the opinion recipient and interpret the meaning of traditionally
used opinion formulations and, in many cases, have suggested more appropriate
language. 4 The proper wording and the meaning of legal opinions in international
3. In international transactions it is much more common than in domestic U.S. transactions that
a party requests a legal opinion from its own foreign counsel. The following discussion equally applies
to opinions given by a lawyer to the party which is not his or her client ("third-party opinions") and
to opinions given by a lawyer to his or her own client. See Gruson & Hurter, supra note 1, at xxix.
4. The investigation was instigated by the publication of the seminal article of New York Bar
member James J. Fuld, Legal Opinions in Business Transactions-An Attempt to Bring Some Order
Out of Some Chaos, 28 Bus. LAW. 915 (1973). One of the first, and the most influential bar association
study on legal opinions, is the so-called New York TriBar Report. Report By the Special Committee
on Legal Opinions in Commercial Transactions of the New York County Lawyers' Association, in
Cooperation with the Corporation Law Committee of the Association of the Bar of the City of New
York and the Corporation Law Committee of the Banking, Corporation and Business Law Section
of the New York State Bar Association, Legal Opinions to Third Parties: An Easier Path, 34 Bus.
LAW. 1891 (1979) [hereinafter TriBar Report]. The TriBar Report was amended in An Addendum-
Legal Opinions to Third Parties: An Easier Path, 36 Bus. LAW. 429 (1981), and in Second Addendum
to Legal Opinions to Third Parties: An Easier Path, 44 Bus. LAW. 563 (1989) [hereinafter TriBar
Report Second Addendum]. See also TriBar Opinion Committee, Special Report by the TriBar Opinion
Committee, The Remedies Opinion, 46 Bus. LAW. 959 (1991) [hereinafter TriBar Remedies Opinion
Report]; TriBar Opinion Committee, Special Report by the TriBar Opinion Committee, Opinions in
the Bankruptcy Context: Rating Agency, Structured Financing, and Chapter 11 Transactions, 46 Bus.
LAW. 717 (1991). All the above New York reports are reprinted in SCOTT FITZGIBBON & DONALD
W. GLAZER, FITZGIBBON AND GLAZER ON LEGAL OPINIONS-WHAT OPINIONS IN FINANCIAL TRANS-
ACTIONS SAY AND WHAT THEY MEAN apps. 4-8 (1992).
Reports of other bar associations followed. E.g., Committee on Corporations, 1989 Report of the
Committee on Corporations of the Business Law Section of the State Bar of California Regarding
Legal Opinions in Business Transactions, 45 Bus. LAW. 2169 (1990) [hereinafter Second California
Business Transaction Report], reprinted in FITZGIBBON & GLAZER, supra, app. 9; Report of the State
Bar of Arizona Corporate, Banking, and Business Law Section Subcommittee on Rendering Legal
Opinions in Business Transactions, 21 ARIz. STATE L.J. 563 (1989) [hereinafter Arizona Report],
reprinted in FITZGIBBON & GLAZER, supra, app. 11; Florida Bar Opinion Committee, Report on
Standards for Opinions of Florida Counsel of the Special Committee on Opinion Standards of the
Florida Bar Business Law Section, 46 Bus. LAW. 1407 (1991) [hereinafter Florida Report], reprinted
in FITZGIBBON & GLAZER, supra, app. 12; Legal Opinions Committee of the Corporate and Banking
Law Section of the State Bar of Georgia, Report on Legal Opinions to Third Parties in Corporate
Transactions [hereinafter Georgia Report], reprinted in FITZGIBBON & GLAZER, supra, app. 13. Other
bar association reports on legal opinions and a comprehensive bibliography of the legal opinion
literature are contained in FITZGIBBON & GLAZER, supra.
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transactions, however, have not received much attention in the United States. 5
Many lawyers in the United States seem to assume that legal opinions in interna-
tional transactions should follow basically the same pattern as domestic U.S.
opinions.
A. THE IBA OPINvION REPORT
Opinions rendered in international transactions were the subject of a study by
the Subcommittee on Legal Opinions of the Committee on Banking Law of the
International Bar Association. This Subcommittee, after many years of prepara-
tion, published in 1987 its Report, Legal Opinions in International Transactions:
Foreign Lawyers' Response to U.S. Opinion Requests (IBA Opinion Report).6
The IBA Opinion Report uses as its starting point a form of legal opinion
typically requested by a major New York bank from counsel for the borrower,
a foreign corporation, in connection with an unsecured loan agreement governed
by New York law. The IBA Opinion Report comments on each item or clause of
the opinion. The first part of each comment sets forth the New York perspective
on the item under discussion as it is reflected in the TriBar Report.7 The second
part of each comment sets forth the responses of leading attorneys from Argentina,
Australia (Victoria), Austria, Brazil, Canada (Ontario), Denmark, England, Fin-
land, France, Germany, Italy, Japan, Korea, The Netherlands, Spain, Switzer-
land, and Venezuela. These foreign responses discuss whether the requested
opinion can be given under the particular foreign legal system and whether or
not modifications are advisable. These responses also address the investigation
necessary to enable a lawyer to render a correct opinion. Finally, where the
Reporters thought it necessary to further explain certain concepts or to comment
5. The first articles dealing specifically with legal opinions in the international context were
James J. Fuld, Foreign Legal Opinions in American Business Transactions, 1975 INT'L Bus. LAW.
15, and Michael Gruson, American Lawyers and Legal Opinions of Foreign Counsel, 1975 ANN.
Poc. FORDHAM CORP. L. INST. 296 (1976) [hereinafter Gruson, American Lawyers]. For the more
recent literature on opinions in international transactions, see the articles cited infra note 6; Grabar
& Pergam, supra note 1; Michael Gruson, Legal Opinions of New York Counsel in International
Transactions, 1989 COLUM. Bus. L. REV. 365 (1989) [hereinafter Gruson, Opinions of New York
Counsel]; J. Patrick Garrett, Third Pary Legal Opinions in the 90 's-Opinion Rendered in Connection
with a Transnational Acquisition, in THIRD-PARTY LEGAL OPINIONS IN THE 90's: DRAFTING AND
NEGOTIATIONS WORKSHOP 253 (Joseph Hinsey IV and Steven 0. Weise, co-chairs, 1992).
6. LEGAL OPINIONS IN INTERNATIONAL TRANSACTIONS-FoREIGN LAWYERS' RESPONSE TO U.S.
OPINION REQUESTS (Report of the Subcommittee on Legal Opinions of the Committee on Banking
Law of the Section on Business Law of the International Bar Association) (Michael Gruson, Stephan
Hutter & Michael Kutschera, reporters, 2d ed. 1989) [hereinafter IBA Opinion Report]. For a discus-
sion of the IBA Opinion Report, see Stephan Hutter, The Corporate Opinion in International Transac-
tions, 1989 COLUM. Bus. L. REv. 427; Michael Gruson & Stephan Hutter, International Bar Associa-
tion Project on Legal Opinions in International Business Transactions, 10 U. PA. J. INT'L Bus. L.
71 (1988); Michael Gruson & Michael Kutschera, Opinion of Counsel on Agreements Governed by
Foreign Law, 19 VAND. J. TRANSNAT'L L. 515-31 (1986). A third edition of the lBA Opinion Report,
adding additional country reports, is in preparation.
7. See supra note 4.
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on a clause of the opinion from a conflict of laws perspective, they added necessary
explanations and comments under the heading "Reporters' Annotations."
The IBA Opinion Report has two principal purposes. The first purpose is to
improve communications between attorneys in the United States and those in
foreign countries. In order to communicate rationally in their discussions over the
wording of a legal opinion, attorneys in both countries must have a common
understanding of the meaning of the terminology used in the opinion. Ultimately,
they must be able to agree on an opinion that (i) gives the opinion recipient
adequate comfort with respect to the legal assumptions upon which the opinion
recipient bases the decision on whether to go forward with the transaction and (ii)
reflects the particularities of the legal system of the opining lawyer.
The second principal purpose of the IBA Opinion Report is to analyze the
interdependence of the opinions of counsel from several countries rendered in
connection with the same transaction. The conflict of laws rules of the laws
governing the agreement in question and those of the law of the country of the
lawyer rendering the foreign legal opinion determine which issues are governed
by one or the other law and, consequently, should be addressed by one or the
other opinion. The IBA Opinion Report recognizes that drafting legal opinions in
international transactions requires a conflict of laws analysis.' Where the laws of
several countries apply to a transaction, the various opinions must be put together
like pieces of a puzzle before the recipient of the opinion can be certain that all
relevant legal issues arising under every relevant legal system have been fully
addressed by the opinions in a seamless manner. 9
The IBA Opinion Report and its suggestions have been widely accepted by
lawyers rendering opinions in international transactions.
B. THE ABA OPIN ON AccoRD
Lawyers in the United States who receive an opinion from a lawyer of another
state are usually not familiar with the views on opinions of that state's bar associa-
tion, or if they know these views they may disagree with certain of such views.
Although a contract might require that a New York and a California lawyer render
identically worded opinions at the closing of a transaction, the meaning of the
opinions, although identical on their face, might differ.'0 This problem led the
American Bar Association's Section of Business Law to undertake an effort to-
8. IBA Opinion Report, supra note 6, at 6-7.
9. Id. at 9-10.
10. One of the principal areas of disagreement is that under New York's TriBar Report, supra
note 4, the remedies opinion means that each and every obligation of the agreement in question is
enforceable, whereas under the Second California Business Transaction Report, supra note 4, the
remedies opinion covers only "essential" or "material" provisions. See California Report on the
ABA Accord, infra note 11, reprinted in FITzoIBoN & GLAZER, supra note 4, at 3:10, 3:41; TriBar
Remedies Opinion Report, supra note 4, 46 Bus. LAW. at 959-61, reprinted in FITZGIBBON& GLAZER,
supra note 4, at 7:2-:4.
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wards the establishment of a national consensus as to third-party legal opinions.
The result of this effort is the Third Party Legal Opinion Report, Including the
Legal Opinion Accord (ABA Accord)."
The state bar association opinion reports and the IBA Opinion Report analyze
and interpret customary opinion clauses in the light of the general understanding
of the bar and the prevailing practice and at the same time propose preferable
views and suggest preferable formulations. These reports encourage the lawyer
to think about the phrases and concepts used in opinions and establish a framework
within which lawyers can rationally discuss specific opinion issues. They do not
set rules, but because of the consensus which supports them they probably estab-
lish professional standards.
The ABA Accord takes a very different approach: it codifies rules of interpreta-
tion for legal opinions. These rules do not merely depend on their persuasive
authority, nor do they apply by force of law or even custom to all members of
the American Bar Association. The approach of the ABA Accord is novel: it invites
lawyers to incorporate into their opinions the ABA Accord rules of interpretation
by expressly stating that the opinion is subject to the ABA Accord.2
This approach poses a problem for the lawyer in that in order to give or accept
an ABA Accord opinion the lawyer must fully understand the ABA Accord as if
it were a statute. Section 21 of the ABA Accord does permit a lawyer who has
adopted the ABA Accord for his or her opinion to specifically modify or supple-
ment the opinion or to delete from the opinion any provision of the ABA Accord.
Again, in order to take advantage of this permission of "private ordering," the
lawyer must thoroughly understand the ABA Accord.
The ABA Accord consists of 22 rules (statements of position); each rule is
11. Section of Business Law, American Bar Association, Third-Party Legal Opinion Report,
Including the Legal Opinion Accord, 47 Bus. LAW. 167, 169 (1991) [hereinafter ABA Accord]; see
Special Report by the TriBar Opinion Committee: Use of the ABA Legal Opinion Accord in Specialized
Financing Transactions (manuscript dated Mar. 10, 1992); Statement of the TriBar Opinion Committee
with Respect to the ABA Section of Business Law Third-Party Legal Opinion Report (1991) and
Traditional (Non-Accord) Opinion Practice [hereinafter TriBar Statement on ABA Accord], reprinted
in FITzGIBBoN & GLAZER, supra note 4, app. 2; Business Law Section of the State Bar of California
Report on the Third-Party Legal Opinion Report of the ABA Section of Business Law (May 1992)
[hereinafter California Report on the ABA Accord], reprinted in FITZGIBON & GLAZER, supra note
4, app. 3; Subcommittee E-1 on Legal Opinions of the Committee on Banking Law of the Section
on Business Law of the International Bar Association, Legal Opinions: Response to the American Bar
Association's Opinion Accord, 21 INT'L Bus. LAW. 125 (1993) (Michael Gruson, reporter) [herein-
after IBA Response to ABA Accord]; Subcommittee on Commercial Opinions of the Business Law
Section of the Ontario Branch of the Canadian Bar Association, Ontario Supplement to the Legal
Opinion Accord of the Section of Business Law of the American Bar Association (1991) (Exposure
Draft, Feb. 1993) [hereinafter Ontario Supplement].
The Subcommittee on Legal Opinions of the Committee on Banking Law of the Section on Business
Law of the International Bar Association submitted comments to the committee preparing the ABA
Accord. See letter from the Subcommittee to Joseph Hinsey IV (Apr. 22, 1991), reproduced in Garrett,
supra note 5, at 282.
12. ABA Accord, supra note 11, at 170, § 22.
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followed by a Commentary and a Technical Note providing guidelines as to the
interpretation and understanding of the rule. 3 The ABA Accord is written in an
extremely complicated and convoluted manner; it is not user-friendly.
All rules of the ABA Accord are rules of interpretation. Most rules of the ABA
Accord apply to all opinion clauses and do not deal with specific opinion clauses.
The only opinion clauses that are the subject of specific interpretative ABA Accord
rules are the remedies opinion, 4 the no-breach or default opinion, 5 and the
no-violation of law opinion.16 None of the rules of the ABA Accord suggests
specific opinion language; the language of legal opinions incorporating the ABA
Accord, however, will undoubtedly be influenced by the ABA Accord terminology
because the opining lawyer wishes to be certain that the ABA Accord's rules of
interpretation apply properly.
If the ABA Accord finds acceptance in the United States, non-U.S. lawyers will
undoubtedly receive opinions from U.S. lawyers that have expressly been made
subject to the ABA Accord. Should the non-U.S. lawyer accept such opinion? The
non-U.S. lawyer cannot make such decision without a thorough understanding of
the impact of the ABA Accord on the opinion. Should a non-U.S. lawyer be
requested to give an ABA Accord opinion, that lawyer must remember that the
ABA Accord was written against the background of U.S. law and that a number
of modifications of the ABA Accord would be necessary to make it relevant to
opinions given under a law other than federal or state U.S. law. 7
If a lawyer of country A is requested to render an opinion on an agreement
governed by the law of country B, then, in the parlance of the ABA Accord, the
law of the country of the lawyer who renders the opinion (country A) is the law
of the Opining Jurisdiction, and the law governing the contract (the law of country
B) is the law of an Other Jurisdiction.'" In a hypothetical agreement between an
English corporation and a U.S. corporation that is governed by English law and
13. The Commentaries and the Technical Notes are stated not to be part of the ABA Accord. ABA
Accord, supra note 11, at 170. This distinction between the bold-faced rules being part of the ABA
Accord and the Commentaries and the Technical Notes not being part, will not be meaningful in
practice. It is probably adopted from the Uniform Commercial Code whose Official Comments are
not part of the statute. If the ABA Accord is incorporated into an opinion letter it will be difficult for
the opinion giver later to argue that he or she gave the ABA Accord rules an interpretation that differs
from that set forth in the Commentaries.
14. ABA Accord, supra note 11, § 10; see IBA Opinion Report, supra note 6, at 81.
15. ABA Accord, supra note 11, § 15; see IBA Opinion Report, supra note 6, at 122.
16. ABA Accord, supra note 11, § 16; see IBA Opinion Report, supra note 6, at 76.
The ABA Accord does not address specifically opinions such as the corporate status opinion, see
IBA Opinion Report, supra note 6, at 38, the corporate power and corporate action opinion, see BA
Opinion Report, supra note 6, at 62, and the due execution and delivery opinion, see lBA Opinion
Report, supra note 6, at 77.
17. For instance, § 19 of the ABA Accord, which excludes specific legal issues from the opinion
unless they are specifically addressed, deals only with U.S. laws and U.S. legal issues. See Ontario
Supplement, supra note 11.
18. ABA Accord, supra note 11, at 180-81.
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requires a New York lawyer to render an opinion, New York would be the Opining
Jurisdiction, and England the Other Jurisdiction.
H. The Remedies Opinion as a Conflict of Laws Opinion
A. THE SCOPE OF THE LEGAL, VALID, AND BINDING OPINION
The heart of the customary legal opinion in the United States is the so-called
"remedies opinion," counsel's statement that the agreement in question is "legal,
valid, binding, and enforceable in accordance with its terms."
A New York court will apply New York law to only one aspect of an agreement
governed by a law other than New York law; namely, whether and to what extent
the governing law clause in the agreement is valid and effective under the lex fori,
that is, New York law. Under New York law, the forum determines the validity
of a contractual governing law clause in accordance with its own conflict of laws
rules.' 9 If the governing law clause is found to be valid and effective, the court
will then apply the stipulated foreign law to the agreement.
The opinion of New York counsel that a foreign law agreement is "legal, valid,
binding, and enforceable in accordance with its terms," if read together with the
qualification that the opinion is rendered only under New York law,20 means that
the governing law clause contained in the agreement is valid under New York law
and that no provision of the agreement and perhaps even no provision of the
chosen foreign law violates an important public policy of New York.2 Since New
York counsel's opinion rendered under New York law is necessarily limited to
the one issue determined under New York law, the question arises why the opinion
should not be phrased in a way that expresses its true meaning. The opining New
York lawyer and the recipient of the opinion are both better off if the opinion does
not make a sweeping statement that in effect has a very limited meaning. The New
York lawyer would avoid any misunderstandings by replacing the misleading
19. All statements in this article about New York conflict of laws rules are based on Michael
Gruson, Governing Law Clauses in Commercial Agreements-New York's Approach, 18 COLUM. J.
TRANSNAT'L L. 323 (1979) [hereinafter Gruson, Governing Law Clauses], and on Michael Gruson,
Controlling Choice of Law, in SOVEREIGN LENDING: MANAGING LEGAL RisK 51 (Michael Gruson
& Ralph Reisner eds., 1984) [hereinafter Gruson, Controlling Choice of Law]; Michael Gruson,
Governing-Law Clauses in International and Interstate Loan Agreements-New York's Approach,
1982 U. ILL. L. REV. 207 [hereinafter Gruson, Governing-Law Clauses in Loan Agreements]. See
also Joseph D. Becker, Choice-of-Law and Choice-of-Forum Clauses in New York, 38 INT'L & COMP.
L.Q. 167 (1989); Joseph A. Kilbourn & Jeffrey M. Winn, The Rules of Construction in Choice-of-Law
Clauses in New York, 62 ST. JOHN L. REV. 243 (1988); Committee on Foreign and Comparative Law of
the Ass'n of the Bar of the City of New York, Proposal for Mandatory Enforcement of Governing-Law
Clauses and Related Clauses in Significant Commercial Agreements, 38 REc. A.B. CITY N.Y. 537
(1983) (Gruson, subcommittee chair) [hereinafter A.B. CityN. Y. Report]; EUGENE F. ScoLES & PETER
HAY, CONFLICT OF LAWS 656 (1992).
20. See Gruson, American Lawyers, supra note 5, at 303; TriBar Report Second Addendum,
supra note 4, 44 Bus. LAW. at 573, reprinted in FITZGIBBON & GLAZER, supra note 4, at 6:14; ABA
Accord, supra note 11, § 1.
21. See infra notes 34-48 and accompanying text.
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traditional formulation with a more precisely phrased opinion. The properly
phrased opinion is a choice of law opinion or conflict of laws opinion.
The IBA Opinion Report has reached the same conclusion for opinions rendered
on agreements governed by New York law by attorneys of the foreign countries
that have participated in the IBA Opinion Report. Under the laws of these countries
an opinion of counsel that a New York agreement is "legal, valid, binding, and
enforceable in accordance with its terms" only means that the governing law
clause contained in the agreement is valid under the conflict of laws rules of the
jurisdiction of the opining lawyer and that there is no violation of the public policy
(ordre public) or similar principle of such jurisdiction. 22 Based on the country
reports, the IBA Opinion Report concludes that the principal purpose of foreign
counsel's opinion is to address the issue whether the courts of the foreign lawyer's
country will recognize the parties' stipulated choice of law. It recommends that
a properly worded conflict of laws opinion dealing with the effectiveness of the
governing law clause should be substituted for the "legal, valid, binding, and
enforceable" opinion. The conflict of laws opinion somewhat differs from country
to country because the relevant conflict of laws rules differ.23
B. SUGGESTED PHRASING OF THE OPINION
Because the opinion by a New York lawyer on an agreement governed by
foreign law should be limited to an opinion on the governing law clause, the
opinion formulation should parallel the New York conflict of laws rule on govern-
ing law clauses, which is the basis on which a New York court will determine
the validity of the clause. The rule requires two levels of inquiry: (1) whether the
stipulation of the foreign law by the parties to the agreement is valid; and (2) if
the governing law clause is valid, whether a provision of the agreement or a rule
of the chosen law applicable to the agreement violates an important New York
public policy.24 Such a violation limits the effectiveness of the clause and a
qualification of counsel's opinion is necessary.
22. See IBA Opinion Report, supra note 6, at 84-97, 128 (covering Argentina, Australia (Victo-
ria), Austria, Brazil, Canada (Ontario), Denmark, England, Finland, France, Germany, Italy, Japan,
Korea, The Netherlands, Spain, Switzerland, Venezuela and New York); Gruson & Kutschera, supra
note 6, at 518-24 (discussing German law); Gruson & Hutter, supra note 6, at 78-84; Michael Gruson,
Contractual Choice of Law and Choice of Forum: Unresolved Issues, in JUDICIAL ENFORCEMENT OF
INTERNATIONAL DEBT OBUGATIONS (David M. Sassoon & Daniel D. Bradlow, eds., 1987) 1, 19-24
[hereinafter Gruson, Unresolved Issues] (discussing Austrian law); Gruson, Opinions of New York
Counsel, supra note 5 (discussing New York law with detailed references to New York conflict of
laws).
23. See IBA Opinion Report, supra note 6, at 90-95.
24. The following discussion is based on Gruson, Opinions of New York Counsel, supra note 5,
but omits the extensive references to New York law.
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1. Opinion on the Validity of the Governing Law Clause
First, New York counsel must address the question whether the contractual
choice of law in the agreement in question is generally valid under New York
law. If the answer is in the affirmative, and New York counsel concludes that the
governing law clause is valid under New York law, he or she would express this
opinion by saying:
(i) The governing law clause, subjecting the Agreement to [German] law, is valid under
the law of the State of New York.
Under New York's conflict of laws rules, the parties' selection of a governing
law is honored where the state or country of the chosen law has a reasonable
relationship to the transaction reflected in the agreement. A New York court that
has found a governing law clause to be valid applies the substantive law, not the
conflict of laws rules, of the jurisdiction chosen in the governing law clause.25
That rule may be subject to some limited exceptions in which a New York court
might apply the law of a foreign country other than the country stipulated in the
governing clause, if the conflict of laws rules of the foreign country of the stipu-
lated law refer to such third country.26 These limited exceptions are usually not
referred to in an opinion as to the validity of the governing law clause because
the opinion does not purport to be a treatise on all conflict of laws rules pertaining
to valid governing law clauses.
A valid governing law clause stipulating a foreign law precludes the application
of New York law in every respect, including mandatory rules of New York law,
such as those concerning questions of capacity, questions of formality such as
the statute of frauds, questions of validity such as illegality, and the need for
25. See Gruson, Governing Law Clauses, supra note 19, at 362-69; RESTATEMENT (SECOND) OF
CONFLICT OF LAWS § 187(3) cmt. h (1971) [hereinafter RESTATEMENT].
26. The rule that a contractual choice of law refers only to the substantive law of the chosen
jurisdiction is subject to several exceptions that have been developed in cases in which New York
law was the governing law but that probably would also apply where the parties stipulated a law other
than New York law. First, a New York court would probably not apply the stipulated foreign law
to the internal affairs of a corporate party to the agreement that is incorporated under the laws of a
third country, but would follow a reference of the conflict of laws rules of the country of the stipulated
law to the law of the country of incorporation. This would be in accord with New York's conflict
of laws rules that apply the law of the state of incorporation to the corporation's "internal affairs."
See Gruson, Governing Law Clauses, supra note 19, at 365-68. Second, where the stipulated foreign
law has an imperative conflict of laws rule mandating the application of a third country's law, a New
York court might follow such reference. See, e.g., U.C.C. §§ 8-106, 9-103(2)(b), -103(3)(b), -103(5),
all mandatory conflict of laws rules referring to the law of certain jurisdictions "including the conflict
of laws rules." See generally Gruson, Governing Law Clauses, supra note 19, at 364-65. Finally,
a bankruptcy proceeding in the home country of a foreign party to the agreement may modify a
contractual relationship irrespective of the otherwise governing law. See Second Russian Ins. Co. v.
Miller, 268 U.S. 552, 560 (1925); Canada S. Ry. Co. v. Gebhard, 109 U.S. 527 (1883); Drexel
Burnham Lambert Group Inc. v. Galadari, 610 F. Supp. 114 (S.D.N.Y.), aff'd in part, vacated in
part, 777 F.2d 877 (2d Cir. 1985); Michael Gruson, The Act of State Doctrine in Contract Cases as
a Conflict-of-Laws Rule, 1988 U. ILL. L. REv. 519, 558-60 [hereinafter Gruson, Act ofState Doctrine].
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consideration.27 Because all and only the rules of the stipulated law apply to the
contract, the parties, by means of a governing law clause, choose the law that
determines both the interpretation and the validity of their contract.
For a federal court sitting in New York a distinction must be made between
feeral question cases and diversity cases. While the court must apply New York
conflict of laws rules in diversity cases,28 less clear is which choice of law rules
a federal court must apply in federal question cases. 29 For instance, since the
United States Supreme Court held in Verlinden B. V. v. Central Bank of Nigeria30
that suits under the Foreign Sovereign Immunities Act of 19763' are federal-
question cases,32 the question has arisen which choice of law rules, federal or
state, must be applied by a federal court in determining the validity of a governing
law clause in a loan agreement with a sovereign borrower. The same question
must be asked where a federal court has jurisdiction under 12 U.S.C. § 632
(international or foreign banking or international or foreign financial operations
litigation).
The opinion stating that the governing law clause is "valid" under New York
law means that a New York court (subject to the public policy limitation) will
give it effect, honor the parties' choice of law, and apply the stipulated law. The
question whether the governing law clause in an agreement is valid must be
distinguished from the question whether the clause constitutes a valid agreement
of the parties. The first question is one of conflict of laws, the second one of
contract law. New York counsel's opinion in connection with an agreement gov-
erned by foreign law does not and cannot address the question of the contractual
validity of the governing law clause because under the conflict of laws rules of
New York (as in many other jurisdictions) the validity of that clause must be
determined, like the validity of the whole contract, according to the chosen law
and not according to forum (New York) law.33
The opinion of New York counsel assuring the opinion recipient that New York
courts will apply the chosen foreign law to the terms of the agreement is of use
to the opinion recipient only if the recipient receives, in addition, a remedies
27. See Nakhleh v. Chemical Constr. Corp., 359 F. Supp. 357 (S.D.N.Y. 1973); RESTATEMENT,
supra note 25, § 187(2) cmt. d; Gruson, Act of State Doctrine, supra note 26, at 521-22; Gruson,
Governing Law Clauses, supra note 19, at 370; Gruson, Governing-Law Clauses in Loan Amendments,
supra note 19, at 225. Only when the mandatory New York rule reflects an important public policy
of New York will the application of the stipulated foreign law be limited. See infra notes 34-41 and
accompanying text.
28. Klaxon Co. v. Stentor Elec. Mfg. Co., 313 U.S. 487 (1941), cert. denied, 316 U.S. 685
(1942).
29. See Morgan Guar. Trust Co. v. Republic of Palau, 693 F. Supp. 1479, 1494 (S.D.N.Y.),
motion to reconsider granted, 702 F. Supp. 60 (S.D.N.Y. 1988); Gruson, Unresolved Issues, supra
note 22, at 9-13; Gruson, Controlling Choice of Law, supra note 19, at 52-53.
30. 461 U.S. 480 (1983).
31. 28 U.S.C. §§ 1330, 1332(a)(2)-(4), 1391(f), 1441(d), 1602-1611 (1988).
32. 461 U.S. at 491-97.
33. See IBA Opinion Report, supra note 6, at 85 n.2.
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opinion from counsel of the country of the chosen foreign law assuring the opinion
recipient that the agreement in question is legal, valid, binding, and enforceable
under the governing law. An assumption in New York counsel's opinion that the
agreement in question is legal, valid, binding, and enforceable under the govern-
ing foreign law, or the reliance by New York counsel on a legal opinion rendered
by counsel of the country of the governing law to that effect, is neither necessary
nor appropriate. New York counsel is not expected to opine on the validity of the
governing law clause under the stipulated law of the contract, and the contract
law validity is not a condition for the determination of the conflict of laws validity.
2. Opinion on the Public Policy Exception
a. New York Public Policy
If the opining New York lawyer reaches the conclusion that the governing law
clause subjecting the agreement in question to the stipulated foreign law is valid
under New York's conflict of laws rules, then that lawyer must address those New
York conflict of laws rules that might limit the application or effect of an otherwise
validly stipulated foreign law. The conflict of laws rules of New York limit such
application if the agreement violates an important public policy of New York. 4
The public policy could be violated (i) by a provision of the agreement or (ii) by a
provision of the foreign law that applies to the agreement by virtue of the governing
law clause.35 In some countries such a public policy that limits the application of a
validly stipulated foreign law is properly called a "public policy in the international
sense" in order to distinguish it from the general public policy that underlies every
statute. Only in a very small number of New York cases have courts found a public
policy the violation of which restricted the application of an otherwise validly stipu-
lated governing law.36 The violation of public policy does not invalidate the choice
34. See Gruson, Governing Law Clauses, supra note 19, at 374-78; Nakhleh v. Chemical Constr.
Corp., 359 F. Supp. 357, 360 (S.D.N.Y. 1973); Dougherty v. Equitable Life Assurance Soc'y, 193
N.E. 897, 903 (N.Y. 1934); Reger v. Nat'l Ass'n of Bedding Mfrs. Group Ins. Trust Fund, 372
N.Y.S.2d 97, 115-16 (N.Y. Sup. Ct. 1975); RESTATEMENT, supra note 25, §§ 90, 187(2)(b) and
cmt. g.
35. IBA Opinion Report, supra note 6, at 86.
36. See cases discussed in Gruson, Governing Law Clauses, supra note 19, at 374-78; Gruson,
Opinions of New York Counsel, supra note 5, at 375-77; Gruson, Act of State Doctrine, supra note
26, at 522. The IBA Opinion Report, supra note 6, at 87, states that in most countries courts have
found only in rare cases a public policy violation and restricted the application of an otherwise validly
stipulated governing law.
The right of a state to limit the application of a stipulated law to a contract by virtue of its public
policy is limited by the U.S. Constitution. A forum can limit or negate the application of a valid
governing law clause (stipulating the law of a jurisdiction other than the forum) by means of its public
policy only if there is a significant contact between the transaction and the forum. Home Ins. Co. v.
Dick, 182 U.S. 397 (1930). While Dick limits the power of the forum states to impose their law by
virtue of their public policy on a transaction governed by another law, it does not restrict the parties
to a contract from selecting a law that seems to be desirable to them. Accord, John Hancock Mut.
Life Ins. Co. v. Yates, 299 U.S. 178, 182 (1936); Hartford Accident & Indem. Co. v. Delta & Pine
Land Co., 292 U.S. 143, 149-50 (1934). See Gruson, Unresolved Issues, supra note 22, at 5-9;
Gruson, Opinions of New York Counsel, supra note 5, at 376-77.
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of law; it merely limits its effect on the issue as to which public policy prevails.37
A New York court will apply New York law with respect to those issues in spite of
an otherwise valid choice of a foreign law.
How should New York counsel deal in the opinion with the New York public
policy limitation? Counsel might wish to qualify the opinion on the governing law
clause by generally referring to the public policy exception: "The governing law
clause, subjecting the Agreement to [German] law, is valid under the law of the
State of New York, except to the extent that [German] law violates an important
public policy of the State of New York."
This opinion would be correct, but it would be of little use to the recipient. 38The
opinion recipient cannot ascertain from the opinion to what extent the governing law
clause is valid. The opinion that the opinion recipient might receive from German
counsel will not help the recipient either, because German counsel does not know
the New York rules on public policy. The IBA Opinion Report suggests that the
opining New York counsel first restate the New York conflict of laws rule relating
the public policy limitation.39 That opinion paragraph would read as follows:
(ii) Under the law of the State of New York, [German] law will be applied to an agreement
such as the Agreement, which under the law of the State of New York has been validly
subjected to [German] law, except to the extent that any term of such agreement or any
provision of [German] law applicable to such agreement violates an important public
policy of the State of New York. °
This opinion paragraph (ii) enables the opinion recipient to understand the scope of
the public policy exception and to evaluate the extent to which New York counsel
can assure the opinion recipient in the following opinion paragraph (iii) that the
public policy exception does not apply in the case of the agreement in question.
In opinion paragraph (iii) New York counsel would apply the public policy
exception to the agreement in question as follows:
(iii) None of the terms of the Agreement violates an important public policy of the State
of New York.
The language of opinion paragraph (iii) reflects the legal conclusion that the
application of the conflict of laws rule restated in opinion paragraph (ii) to the
37. See Barnes Group, Inc. v. C & C Prods., Inc., 716 F.2d 1023, 1032 (4th Cir. 1983); S.A.
Empresa De Viacao Aerea Rio Grandense v. Boeing Co., 641 F.2d 746, 749 (9th Cir. 1981); Blalock
v. Perfect Subscription Co., 458 F. Supp. 123, 127 (S.D. Ala. 1978), aff'd, 599 F.2d 743 (5th Cir.
1979); Boyer v. Piper, Jaffray & Hopwood, Inc., 391 F. Supp. 471, 473 (D.S.D. 1975).
38. A general public policy qualification of the opinion that the governing law clause is valid has
been suggested by WILFRED M. ESTEY, LEGAL OPINIONS IN COMMERCIAL TRANSACTIONS 200 (1990)
(discussing the law of Ontario, Canada), and by the Ontario Supplement, supra note 11, at 19. But
see the Canada (Ontario) opinion in IBA Opinion Report, supra note 6, at 91.
39. IBA Opinion Report, supra note 6, at 85-87.
40. The reference in opinion paragraph (ii) to "an agreement such as the Agreement" indicates
that paragraph (ii) is limited to a restatement of the conflict of laws rule concerning commercial
agreements as opposed to, for instance, adoption or marital agreements or consumer contracts. See
Gruson, Governing Law Clauses, supra note 19, at 358; N.Y. GEN. OBIG. LAW § 5-1401 (McKinney
1989).
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terms of the agreement does not result in a limitation of the application of the
stipulated law. If New York's public policy prevents the application of the govern-
ing law to a term of the agreement, opinion paragraph (iii) must be rephrased.
It is obvious to the opinion recipient that opinion paragraph (iii) does not address
all aspects of the public policy exception. The gap between opinion paragraphs
(ii) and (iii) will be discussed below.
If, because of a lack of clear judicial precedent, a specific provision of the
agreement in question (for instance, a provision providing for interest on interest)
possibly but not clearly violates an important New York public policy, New York
counsel may qualify the opinion by adding that a certain provision in the agreement
"may violate" an important New York public policy.41
b. Public Policy of Another State
Under New York's conflict of laws rules, the effect of an otherwise valid
governing law clause may also be limited by the public policy of a country or state
other than New York. This limitation may occur because New York follows
the rule of section 187(2)(b) of the Restatement (Second) of Conflict of Laws
(Restatement), which provides:
The law of the state chosen by the parties to govern their contractual rights and duties
will be applied... unless ... [the] application of the law of the chosen state would
be contrary to a fundamental policy of a state which has a materially greater interest than
the chosen state in the determination of the particular issue and which, under the rule
of section 188, would be the state of the applicable law in the absence of an effective
choice of law by the parties. 42
Restatement § 187(2)(b) suggests an exception to the application of an expressly
stipulated law if the law's application fails a three-tier investigation. The expressly
stipulated law does not apply to a particular issue if the court finds that: (i) a state
other than the state of the chosen law has, with respect to that particular issue,
the most significant relationship to the transaction and the parties; (ii) the state
with the most significant relationship has a materially greater interest than the
state whose law was chosen in determining the particular issue; and (iii) the state
with the most significant relationship and the materially greater interest has a
fundamental public policy that would be violated by the application of the law of
the chosen state. 43 Although section 187(2) by its terms also addresses the applica-
41. Since 1989 interest on interest is legal in New York in most cases. See N.Y. GEN. OBtuG.
LAW § 5-527 (McKinney 1989 & 1993 Supp.). See the further examples discussed in Gruson, Opinions
of New York Counsel, supra note 5, at 379.
42. RESTATEMENT, supra note 25, § 188, provides that in the absence of an effective choice of
law by the parties, the law of the state which, with respect to a particular issue, has the most significant
relationship to the transaction and the parties applies to that issue.
The conflict of laws rules of some other countries have concepts similar to RESTATEMENT, supra
note 25, § 187(2). See IBA Opinion Report, supra note 6, at 92 (Germany), 94 (The Netherlands);
Gruson & Kutschera, supra note 6 (German law).
43. See Gruson, Act of State Doctrine, supra note 26, at 523.
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tion of the public policy of the forum in cases in which a contract stipulates a
foreign law, the test of section 187(2) has become particularly important for the
application of the public policy of a state other than the forum state. 44
Triad Financial Establishment v. Tumpane Co.41 is an example for the applica-
tion of section 187(2). The case involved a suit for agent's fees in connection with
a military procurement contract. The defendant principal had engaged the plaintiff
agent to assist it in obtaining certain service contracts in connection with the sale
of arms by the United States to Saudi Arabia. The agency agreement stipulated
New York law, but the court held that Saudi Arabia had a materially greater
interest in the controversy than New York and that a Saudi Arabian decree prohib-
iting payment of agent's fees in connection with the sale of armament reflected
a fundamental policy-an attempt to root out corruption and bribery in military
contracts." The court also found that Saudi Arabia had significant connections
with the transaction and New York had very few.47 Consequently, the court
applied the Saudi Arabian decree in spite of a valid stipulation by the parties of
New York law.'8
If New York counsel is of the opinion that, pursuant to New York's adherence
to Restatement section 187(2)(b), the public policy of a country or state other than
New York might limit the effect of the governing law clause, such countries or
states should be referred to in counsel's opinion paragraph (ii), in addition to the
State of New York, as countries or states whose public policy may limit the
application of the chosen law. Opinion paragraph (ii) would read as follows:
(ii) Under the law of the State of New York, [German] law will be applied to an agreement
such as the Agreement, which under the law of the State of New York has been validly
subjected to [German] law, except to the extent that any terms of such agreement or any
provisions of [German] law applicable to such agreement violates an important public
policy of the State of New York or of [England].
If the opining counsel is not in a position to decide whether there are other
countries or states whose public policy might limit the chosen law, counsel may
wish to phrase opinion paragraph (ii) as follows:
44. Id.
45. 611 F. Supp. 157 (N.D.N.Y. 1985).
46. Id. at 162-66. The court based its decision on RESTATEMENT, supra note 25, § 187(2), id.
at 162 n.3.
47. Id. at 163. The court presumably intended to show that in the absence of an effective choice
of law by the parties, Saudi Arabia would be the state of the applicable law. See RESTATEMENT, supra
note 25, § 187(2)(b).
48. See also, e.g., Southern Int'l Sales Co. v. Potter & Brumfield Div. of AMF Inc., 410 F.
Supp. 1339 (S.D.N.Y. 1976); Business Incentives Co. v. Sony Corp. of Am., 397 F. Supp. 63, 67-68
(S.D.N.Y. 1975); Federal Deposit Ins. Corp. v. Bank of Am. Nat'l Trust & Sav. Ass'n, 701 F.2d
831 (9th Cir.), cert. denied, 464 U.S. 935 (1983); Barnes Group, Inc. v. C & C Prods., Inc., 716
F.2d 1023 (4th Cir. 1983). These cases applied in accordance with RESTATEMENT, supra note 25,
§ 187(2)(b), the law of a state other than the state of the stipulated law, because the law of such other
state reflected a fundamental public policy. See Gruson, Governing Law Clauses, supra note 19, at
377, 359-60. For additional cases see Gruson, Act of State Doctrine, supra note 26, at 524 n.22.
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(ii) Under the law of the State of New York, [German] law will be applied to an agreement
such as the Agreement, which under the law of the State of New York has been validly
subjected to [German] law, except to the extent that any term of such agreement or any
provision of [German] law applicable to such agreement violates an important public
policy of the State of New York or is contrary to a fundamental policy of a state or
country which has a materially greater interest than [Germany] in the determination of
the particular issue and which, under the New York conflict of laws rules applicable
in the absence of an effective choice of law by the parties to the Agreement, would be
the state or country of the applicable law in the absence of such effective choice.
3. Three Opinion Gaps
The approach of restating the rule as to public policy in opinion paragraph (ii)
of the above example, before rendering the public policy opinion in opinion
paragraph (iii), has the advantage that the opinion recipient is able to evaluate the
scope of the opinion paragraph stating that none of the terms of the agreement
violates an important public policy of New York.
New York counsel can give an opinion that none of the terms appearing on the
face of the foreign law agreement violates an important public policy of New
York. Any choice of law, however, incorporates provisions of substantive law
of the chosen law into the agreement and the application of these provisions of
law is also subject to the public policy exception. Other than in the case of the
terms set forth in the agreement, New York counsel cannot say whether a provision
of foreign law that applies to the agreement in question by virtue of the governing
law clause violates an important public policy of New York because New York
counsel does not know the provisions of foreign law. Thus, an opinion that New
York counsel gives on the compatibility of the stipulated foreign law with New
York's public policy must be limited to an opinion on the compatibility of the
terms appearing on the face of the foreign law agreement with the public policy;
the opinion should not extend to the general body of law incorporated into or
made applicable to the agreement by virtue of the governing law clause. Although
the practical implications of this problem may be small, this gap exists and cannot
be closed. The risk that this gap creates must be assumed by the person who relies
on the opinion of New York counsel. 49
There is a second gap. New York counsel cannot say whether a provision of
the agreement in question or any rule of foreign law that applies to the agreement
by virtue of the governing law clause violates a public policy of a country the
public policy of which may be relevant by virtue of the rule of Restatement section
187(2)(b). 5°
These two unavoidable gaps are made apparent to the opinion recipient by the
fact that the conclusion in opinion paragraph (iii) is narrower than the statement
of law in opinion paragraph (ii). The proposed opinion language brings the exis-
49. See IBA Opinion Report, supra note 6, at 87-88; Gruqon & Kutschera, supra note 6, at 521-23.
50. See IBA Opinion Report, supra note 6, at 89.
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tence of these gaps into the open and helps the recipient of the opinion to evaluate
the legal risks. On the other hand, an opinion stating that an agreement governed
by a law other than that of the opining lawyer is "legal, valid, and binding" might
well be read to include the opinion that none of the terms of the stipulated foreign
law violates a public policy of the opining lawyer's jurisdiction.
The gap that is created by the concept of Restatement § 187(2)(b) can be closed
to some extent if the opinion recipient obtains an opinion from counsel admitted
in the country or state "which has a materially greater interest than the chosen
state in the determination of the particular issue"51 and which, under Auten v.
Auten, 52 "would be the state of the applicable law in the absence of an effective
choice of law by the parties. -5 Counsel from that state or country could render
an opinion that no provision of the agreement in question violates a public policy
of that state or country. This opinion, however, could not cover the first gap, that
a rule of the applicable law not expressly reflected in the agreement in question
might violate a public policy of New York or of the third state or country.
A third gap in New York counsel's opinion is not made explicit by the opinion
language, but is generally understood and accepted. The opinion as to whether
any of the express terms of an agreement violates any of the limitations set forth
in opinion paragraph (ii) requires an understanding of the terms of the agreement.
An agreement can only be fully understood if read with a knowledge of the
stipulated governing law because provisions of the governing law are incorporated
into the agreement by virtue of the governing law clause and because the governing
law determines the meaning of the provisions of the agreement. New York coun-
sel, however, is not familiar with the foreign governing law. All one can reason-
ably expect from a New York counsel rendering an opinion on an agreement
governed by the law of a foreign country is that the counsel be familiar with the
language in which the agreement is written, have a basic understanding of the
foreign legal terminology, and be experienced in international transactions of the
type reflected in the agreement. New York counsel's opinion that none of the
terms of the agreement in question violates any of the limitations set forth in
opinion paragraph (ii) is based on a reading of the agreement with such back-
ground. 4
C. OPINION ON ENFORCEABILITY
The opinion of New York counsel set forth in opinion paragraphs (i) through
(iii) is most probably given in addition to an opinion by foreign counsel who
opines that the agreement in question is legal, valid, binding, and enforceable in
accordance with its terms under the stipulated foreign governing law. An opinion
51. RESTATEMENT, supra note 25, § 187(2)(b).
52. 124 N.E.2d 99 (N.Y. 1954).
53. RESTATEMENT, supra note 25, § 187(2)(b).
54. See IBA Opinion Report, supra note 6, at 88-89; Gruson & Kutschera, supra note 6, at 523.
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under the governing foreign law that states that the agreement in question is
enforceable, that is, that the courts in the country of the governing law will give
"some remedy" to the aggrieved party in a suit on the agreement because of a
breach thereof, 55 may not be sufficient for the opinion recipient. The recipient
may also wish an opinion from New York counsel that the New York courts will
enforce the agreement in question. The New York lawyer may, if requested, give
an enforceability opinion under New York law as follows:
(iv) Assuming that the Agreement is legal, valid, binding, and enforceable under [Ger-
man] law, the Agreement is enforceable against the Corporation in accordance with its
terms, the Civil Practice Law and Rules of the State of New York or the Federal Rules
of Civil Procedure, as the case may be, and, subject to the opinions set forth in the
clauses (i) through (iii) of this opinion, the applicable provisions of [German] law, except
that the enforceability of the Agreement may be limited by any applicable bankruptcy,
insolvency, reorganization, moratorium, or similar laws affecting the enforcement of
creditors' rights generally.56
Opinion paragraph (iv) is based on, and expressly states, the assumption that
the agreement in question is legal, valid, binding, and enforceable in accordance
with its terms under the stipulated foreign law. If the agreement is not valid under
the governing foreign law, it will not be enforced in New York. In lieu of such
assumption, New York counsel could rely on an opinion of foreign counsel that
the agreement in question is legal, valid, binding, and enforceable under the
stipulated foreign law, which is the law that the New York courts will apply, as
stated in opinion paragraphs (i) through (iii).
New York counsel need not qualify opinion paragraph (iv) with respect to
equitable principles or the principles of fairness and good faith.57 If these principles
are embodied in New York procedural rules, they are covered by the language
in opinion paragraph (iv); if, on the other hand, these principles are rules of New
York substantive law, a New York court would generally not apply them because,
in the opinion of New York counsel, the agreement in question contains a valid
governing law clause stipulating a foreign substantive law; a New York court
would apply the equitable principles of the stipulated foreign substantive law. A
New York court would only apply equitable principles of New York law to the
extent they reflect an important public policy of New York and therefore limit
the application of the chosen law to the agreement in question. If such a public
policy limitation based on an equitable principle related to a provision of the
55. As to the meaning of "enforceable," see TriBar Report, supra note 4, 34 Bus. LAW. at 1914,
reprinted in FITZGIBBON & GLAZER, supra note 4, at 4:29. See also IBA Opinion Report, supra note
6, at 96; Gruson & Kutschera, supra note 6, at 526.
56. See IBA Opinion Report, supra note 6, at 16, 95-96.
57. See TriBar Report, supra note 4, 34 Bus. LAW. at 1917-18, reprinted in FITZGIBBON &
GLAZER, supra note 4, at 4:33-:34; TriBar Report Second Addendum, supra note 4, 44 Bus. LAW.
at 564-66, reprinted in FITZGIBBON & GLAZER, supra note 4, at 6:2-:5; IBA Opinion Report, supra
note 6, at 97.
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agreement in question, New York counsel would have stated an exception in
opinion paragraph (iii).
On the other hand, New York counsel may anticipate the danger that a New
York court may not properly understand the above conflict of laws analysis of
equitable principles and may, in any event, apply New York's equitable princi-
ples. In that case, New York counsel would include, in addition to the bankruptcy
exception, an equitable principles exception to the remedies opinion.
D. OPINION ON THE JURISDICTION CLAUSE
If the opinion of New York counsel on an agreement governed by a foreign law
is limited, as proposed above, to the validity of the governing law clause, a
separate opinion on the effectiveness of a contractual submission to New York
or federal jurisdiction in a forum selection clause contained in the agreement in
question or on the availability of personal jurisdiction in New York over the
parties to the agreement in accordance with New York or federal procedural law
may be requested by the opinion recipient and may be appropriate. An analysis
of the issues raised by such opinions and of the appropriate opinion language is
beyond the scope of this article. 8
I. The ABA Accord and International Opinions
The ABA Accord states in its foreword under Premises of the Report: "6. The
Report does not deal with legal opinion issues that are unique to transnational
transactions. . . . " The meaning of this "uniqueness" exclusion is not clear.
For instance, choice of law clauses, even those stipulating a law other than
that of the jurisdiction of the opining lawyer, are not unique to transnational
transactions. Furthermore, other parts of the ABA Accord ° refer to or have
implications for international transactions.
A. THE REMEDIES OPINION
The Section of the ABA Accord that is most relevant to international transactions
is section 10 (The Remedies Opinion). The ABA Accord states in section 10(d)(ii)
that an opinion on a contract governed by a law other than the law of the opining
58. See the discussion of opinions on jurisdiction clauses in Gruson, Opinions of New York
Counsel, supra note 5, at 388-94; IBA Opinion Report, supra note 6, at 98-101, 129. See also Linda
S. Mullenix, Another Choice of Forum, Another Choice of Law: Consensual Adjudicatory Procedure
in Federal Court, 57 FORDHAM L. REV. 291 (1988); Michael Gruson, Forum-Selection Clauses in
International andInterstate CommercialAgreements, 1982 U. ILL. L. REv. 133-205; Michael Gruson,
Controlling Site of Litigation, in SOVEREIGN LENDING: MANAGING LEGAL RISK 29 (Michael Gruson
& Ralph Reisner eds., 1984); Gruson, Unresolved Issues, supra note 22, at 24-40.
59. ABA Accord, supra note 11, at 171. The discussion under part III of this article is based on
the IBA Response to the ABA Accord, supra note 11.
60. See, e.g., ABA Accord, supra note 11, §§ 8, 10, 15.6.
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lawyer "does not include an opinion as to what law governs."6 Before the IBA
Opinion Report analyzed legal opinions in international transactions and proposed
a better formulation for the conflict of laws opinion, authors frequently interpreted
the remedies opinion when given with respect to a contract governed by a law
other than the law of the opining lawyer to mean that the governing law clause
is effective-the only matter governed by the law of the opining lawyer. 62 The
ABA Accord rejects this approach.
The ABA Accord expects a remedies opinion (the agreement is "legal, valid,
binding, and enforceable" or simply "the agreement is enforceable") to be given
even if a law other than the law of the Opining Jurisdiction (the law of the
jurisdiction of the opining lawyer) governs the contract in question. If the stipu-
lated governing law of the contract is not the law of the Opining Jurisdiction, the
ABA Accord in section 10(b) simply assumes that the law of the Opining Jurisdic-
tion governs the contract and requests the opining lawyer to give an opinion under
this hypothetical assumed governing law. Furthermore, the Commentary states
that the remedies opinion has the same meaning, regardless of whether it is given
with respect to a contract governed by the law of the opining lawyer or by another
law, and refers the reader to section 10(a).63 According to section 10(a) of the
ABA Accord, the remedies opinion means:
(i) a contract has been formed;
(ii) a remedy will be available with respect to each agreement of the Client in the contract
or such agreement will otherwise be given effect; and
(iii) any remedy expressly provided for in the contract will be given effect as stated.
The opinion that "a contract has been formed" means, according to the ABA
Accord, that (i) "all of the conditions necessary under contract law for the forma-
tion of a contract have occurred, including (where necessary) its execution and
delivery and the existence of consideration," and (ii) that "(A) the Client validly
exists in good standing in its jurisdiction of organization, and (B) all actions or
approvals by the Client (e.g., by its board of directors) and its owners (e.g.,
shareholders or partners) necessary . . .to bind the Client under the contract
have been taken or obtained and the contract has been duly executed pursuant
61. See id. Commentary 10.5. The ABA Accord is curiously inconsistent. A remedies opinion
on an agreement containing a governing law clause stipulating the law of the Opining Jurisdiction,
i.e., of the jurisdiction of the opining lawyer, includes an opinion on the effectiveness of the governing
law clause. ABA Accord, supra note 11, § 10(d)(i). The reason for this inconsistency is not clear.
Before New York adopted N.Y. GEN. OBaG. LAW § 5-1401 (McKinney 1989) (abrogating the
reasonable relationship requirement for contracts involving more than $250,000 and stipulating New
York law), it was equally difficult to determine the effectiveness of a governing law clause stipulating
New York law and of a clause stipulating a foreign law.
62. See, e.g., Gruson & Kutschera, supra note 6, at 516; Stanley Keller, The ABA Legal Opinion
Accord: A Critical Commentary, 6 INSIGHTs No. 3, at 4, 10 n.8 (Mar. 1992).
63. ABA Accord, supra note 11, commentary 10.5 ("if an Opinion covering a contract choosing
as governing law the law of an Other Jurisdiction ... includes a Remedies Opinion, §§ 10(b) and
10(d), read together, provide that the Opinion has the meaning set forth in § 10(a) under the Law
of the Opining Jurisdiction, but it does not pass on what law a court would actually apply.").
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thereto.' 64 This opinion, the ABA Accord continues, is given without passing on
what law a court would actually apply.65
Assume that a contract between a New York corporation and a German corpora-
tion is governed by German law, and that a New York lawyer is requested to give
a remedies opinion under the ABA Accord. The New York lawyer limits the
opinion to New York law6 and gives the remedies opinion as requested. How
does the ABA Accord interpret this opinion?
Under the ABA Accord the remedies opinion is given as if the contract were
governed by New York law. This opinion of the New York lawyer states that the
contract that is governed by German law has been formed under New York
contract law even though New York law provides that the law governing a contract
also governs its validity.6 7 New York counsel would have to establish the existence
of consideration and compliance with the Statute of Frauds, although no such
requirements exist under German law for the formation of a contract and although
New York law does not require that a contract governed by foreign law comply
with such New York legal concepts. The opinion addresses a nonexisting contract
and legal issues that are irrelevant for the existing contract.
The corporate requirements for the formation of a valid contract (valid existence
of the corporate party and due approval of the contract) are neither governed by
the stipulated law of the contract nor necessarily by the law of the jurisdiction of
the opining lawyer (that the ABA Accord assumes to be the law of the contract),
but by the law of the place of incorporation of the corporate party to the contract.68
Due execution and delivery of the contract may be governed by the law of the
jurisdiction whose law governs the contract as chosen by the parties, the place
of incorporation, or the place of execution and delivery. 69 The opining lawyer
would have to make assumptions with respect to the corporate requirements and
due execution and delivery or rely on other opinions. After the opining lawyer
has done that, nothing is left of the opining lawyer's opinion that the contract has
been formed.70 If the corporation with respect to which the opinion is rendered
is incorporated in the jurisdiction of the opining lawyer, the opinion that the
64. Id. Commentary 10.4.
65. Id. Commentary 10.5.
66. See id. § 1.
67. A.S. Rampell, Inc. v. Hyster Co., 144 N.E.2d 371 (N.Y. 1957); Nakleh v. Chemical Constr.
Corp., 359 F. Supp. 357 (S.D.N.Y. 1973) (applying New York conflict of laws rules); Gruson,
Governing-Law Clauses in Loan Agreements, supra note 19, at 224-25.
68. See Gruson, Governing Law Clauses, supra note 19, at 366; Gruson, Governing-Law Clauses
in Loan Agreements, supra note 19, at 223-24 (discussing the "internal affairs rule").
69. See IBA Opinion Report, supra note 6, at 77-80; Gruson, Opinions of New York Counsel,
supra note 5, at 395-98.
70. An opinion may be requested from a lawyer of country A on an agreement governed by the
law of country B, although the opining lawyer's corporate client is incorporated in country C, for
instance, if country A is the place of important business activities of the client or if the agreement
will be performed and may be enforced against the client in country A. The opining lawyer of country
A would be unable to give any of the opinions discussed in this paragraph.
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contract has been formed would cover only due incorporation, valid existence,
corporate authorization, and possibly due execution and delivery, all matters
traditionally covered by specific other opinions. 7' The opinion could not cover
the conditions of contract law for the formation of a valid contract.
The ABA Accord remedies opinion further means that all agreements in the
contract will be given effect as if the contract were governed by New York
law. This opinion requires a difficult analysis because the opining lawyer must
determine how a New York judge would understand the German provisions set
forth in the contract, except that the lawyer has to analyze the provisions not under
the applicable German law but under the hypothetically governing New York law.
Again, the opinion giver gives and the opinion recipient receives a useless opinion,
an opinion that deals with a nonexistent contract and with irrelevant legal issues.72
A remedies opinion that assumes a law other than the stipulated governing law
usually cannot be given by a serious lawyer even if the lawyer wishes to comply
with the ABA Accord. It is probably impossible for a New York lawyer to predict
how a New York court would interpret under New York substantive law a contract
that is subject to German law, uses German legal terminology and concepts, and
possibly is written in the German language. The German lawyer would not be
in a better position in the reverse case. At any rate, a thorough knowledge of
comparative law would be necessary to give this opinion. Attorneys who have
written contracts with dual governing law clauses that must be valid under two
legal systems,73 and attorneys who have negotiated contracts written in a language
not the language of the country of the governing law, know how difficult it is to
write such contracts in a way that makes sense under the governing law or both
governing laws and that makes its interpretation by the courts of the country or
countries of the governing law predictable.
In the U.S. practice, U.S. lawyers, when asked to render an opinion on an
agreement relating to a U.S. interstate transaction, are sometimes permitted to
assume that the law of the state of the opining lawyer and not the stipulated law
71. The ABA Accord, supra note 11, in Commentary 110.4 suggests that separate opinions on
due incorporation, corporate authorization of the transaction, and due authority of the officers signing
the agreement are subsumed in the remedies opinion, more specifically in the four words "the
Agreement is enforceable." See Garrett, supra note 5, at 272. This suggestion is not helpful, in
particular for opinions rendered in international transactions. The separate corporate opinions direct
the attention of the opining lawyer to specific important issues on which he or she may not focus if
he or she simply states that the agreement is enforceable. Furthermore, the agreement may be
enforceable under theories of de facto corporation and apparent authority. However, as the TriBar
Report states "there is little appetite" in the business community for such theories. TriBar Report,
supra note 4, 34 Bus. LAW. at 1905, reprinted in FITZGIBBON & GLAZER, supra note 4, at 4:18.
Lastly, in international transactions, the corporate opinions and the enforceability opinion may have
to be given by lawyers of different jurisdictions. A prudent opinion recipient will continue to ask for
specific corporate opinions.
72. Accord Grabar & Pergam, supra note 1, at 138-39; IBA Response to ABA Accord, supra note
11, at 126-28.
73. As to dual governing law clauses, see Gruson, Unresolved Issues, supra note 22, at 13.
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governs, or that the law of the state of the opining lawyer does not differ from
the stipulated law. 4 Even though the U.S. practice is of dubious value, it might
be justified on the basis of the relative similarity of the legal systems of most
states. At any rate, this practice cannot be utilized in connection with international
opinions.
The opinion that "any remedy expressly provided for in the contract will be
given effect as stated" would be very difficult to give if the contract is governed
by a law other than the law of the opining lawyer even if the opining lawyer does
not assume that the law of his or her jurisdiction governs the contract. The lawyer
would have to engage in a very sophisticated conflict of laws and comparative
law analysis with respect to each stated remedy. Remedies available in the jurisdic-
tion of the opining lawyer will at most be comparable to remedies stipulated in
the contract and available under the governing law. Furthermore, no agreement
exists among the various legal systems as to what constitutes a "remedy."
The opinion that a remedy will be available for each part of a contract that is
governed by a law other than the law of the jurisdiction of the opining lawyer
(that is, that the contract is enforceable) is subject to many qualifications, which
the ABA Accord neither states nor discusses. The IBA Opinion Report takes the
position that the opinion recipient should be made aware of these qualifications.15
The contract will not be enforceable or a remedy will not be available, for instance,
to the extent that the contract or the law applicable to the contract violates an
important public policy (in the meaning of the conflict of laws rules) of the forum.
Since the ABA Accord instructs the opining lawyer not to pass on the applicable
law, the lawyer presumably would not investigate the question to what extent the
public policy of the jurisdiction of the opining lawyer restricts the availability of
certain remedies in a contract governed by a foreign law.
The ABA Accord in a further twist recognizes the "Alice in Wonderland"
quality of this opinion on a nonexistent contract and in the Commentary in effect
proposes that the conflict of laws approach of the IBA Opinion Report should be
used. The ABA Accord states:
If the Opinion Recipient desires an opinion regarding a governing law clause in a contract
choosing the law of an Other Jurisdiction-sometimes referred to as a "governing law
clause opinion'" -the Opinion Recipient may request an opinion as to whether, subject to
any appropriate qualifications (e.g., where a term of the contract violates a fundamental
policy of the Opining Jurisdiction), a court applying the choice-of-law rules of the
Opining Jurisdiction will give effect to the governing law provision. The Opinion Giver
may give a governing law clause opinion either in lieu of or in addition to the Remedies
Opinion, as may be agreed.76
The ABA Accord rewards the intelligent opinion recipient who understands the
ABA Accord and asks for a conflict of laws (or choice of law) opinion and punishes
74. Gruson & Kutschera, supra note 6, at 517 n.4.
75. See supra notes 55-57 and accompanying text.
76. ABA Accord, supra note 11, Commentary 10.5.
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the ignorant opinion recipient who simply asks for or accepts an ABA Accord
opinion and fails to ask specifically for a choice of law opinion. The ignorant
recipient gets nothing instead of an opinion. The ABA Accord confirms the truth
of the familiar saying, "He who asks a stupid question will get a stupid answer."
Arguably a lawyer who does not advise a client to insist on an IBA Opinion Report
type of conflict of laws opinion, but accepts in an international transaction an
ABA Accord opinion, acts negligently towards the client, because the client who
receives an ABA Accord opinion does not get a meaningful opinion.77
B. IMPLIED OPINION AS TO THE LAW OF THE COUNTRY OF INCORPORATION
OF A FOREIGN CORPORATION
The ABA Accord contains other hidden traps for the lawyer who has not care-
fully analyzed its implications. Assume a British company enters with a U.S.
company into an agreement under French law. A French lawyer representing the
English company is asked to render an opinion. The ABA Accord assumes that
the French opinion covers all corporate matters of English law (organizational
status of the English company, authorization of the transaction, due execution)
as if they were governed by French law unless the French opinion expressly states
appropriate assumption as to English law or expresses reliance on an English
counsel's opinion with respect to these matters. 78 That is, the opinion by implica-
tion assumes that the English corporation is a French corporation. A properly
drafted opinion would contain assumptions or reliance language 79 and would
avoid the ABA Accord's unrealistic assumption. The suggestion, however, that an
opinion that expressly states that it addresses only French law, but omits an
appropriate assumption as to English law or reliance on an English opinion, is
deemed to treat an English corporation as if it were a French corporation and to
imagine that French corporate law applies to the internal affairs of the English
corporation is absurd in the international context. If an opinion is limited to French
law and does not contain assumptions or reliance language relating to English
corporate matters, it contains a gap that is obvious to the opinion recipient. If an
English law opinion is necessary to bridge the opinion gap, the opinion recipient
should ask for such opinion.
The above rule of interpretation concerning an entity'sjurisdiction of incorpora-
77. The Ontario Supplement, supra note 11, at 19, also disagrees with the remedies opinion on
an agreement governed by the law of an Other Jurisdiction as proposed by the ABA Accord and states
that it is not current practice in Ontario ("Ontario counsel would typically give an opinion that (i)
the governing law clause (choosing the law of an Other Jurisdiction) would be given effect in On-
tario"). Garrett, supra note 5, at 274-75, suggests that in international transactions opinion recipients
should request a conflict of laws opinion as suggested by the IBA Opinion Report.
78. ABA Accord, supra note 11, § 10(c), Commentary 10.4, 1.1. Section 10(c) is a good
example of the turgid style in which the ABA Accord is written.
79. IBA Opinion Report, supra note 6, at 6, 7; see Gruson, Opinions of New York Counsel, supra
note 5, at 409-11.
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tion and the opining jurisdiction is set forth in section 10(c) of the ABA Accord, the
section dealing with the remedies opinion, and expressly applies to the corporate
opinions implied in the remedies opinion ("a contract has been formed").
Whether the same rule of interpretation applies to separate opinions on due incor-
poration, corporate authorization, and due execution and delivery is not clear. °
The ABA Accord should probably be interpreted to the effect that the same rule of
interpretation applies to the remedies opinion and to separate corporate opinions,
because one opinion letter should not contain two contradictory opinions on the
same issue."1
C. FORUM SELECTION CLAUSES
An important and frequently much negotiated clause in international
agreements is the forum selection clause or jurisdiction clause. 2 The ABA Accord
states that each opinion contains an implied qualification that the forum selection
clause in the contract is "not necessarily binding on the court(s) in the forum
selected. 83 This implied qualification will be disturbing to many opinion recipi-
ents because it is frequently of great importance to them whether the exclusive
or nonexclusive forum selection clause will be upheld by the selected court, and
such recipients will not expect such implied exception.,
D. ACT OF STATE DOCTRINE
According to the ABA Accord, an opinion subject to the ABA Accord does
not address "possible judicial deference to acts of sovereign states." 8 5 Thus, it
excludes an opinion on the effect of the act of state doctrine on the contract in
question.
The act of state doctrine provides that U.S. courts shall not inquire into the
validity of the public acts of a foreign government committed within the foreign
government's own territory, 6 and deals with the question of whether a foreign
law or other foreign governmental act or the law of the U.S. forum applies to the
resolution of a dispute. Thus, the act of state doctrine is a federal conflict of laws
80. See supra notes 16 & 71 (the ABA Accord does not require, but permits, separate corporate
opinions).
81. ABA Accord, supra note 11, Commentary 1.1, seems to indicate that § 10(c) of the ABA
Accord sets forth a rule of general application.
82. See supra note 58 and accompanying text.
83. ABA Accord, supra note 11, § 14(b).
84. See IBA Opinion Report, supra note 6, at 98-101; IBA Response to ABA Accord, supra note
11, at 129. For a discussion of opinions on jurisdiction clauses, see Gruson, Opinions of New York
Counsel, supra note 5, at 388-94.
85. ABA Accord, supra note 11, § 19(q)(ii). As to the following discussion, see Gruson, Opinions
of New York Counsel, supra note 5, at 399-406.
86. See Banco Nacional de Cuba v. Sabbatino, 376 U.S. 398 (1964); Gruson, Act of State
Doctrine, supra note 26, at 529.
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rule8 7 and is relevant to determine the effectiveness of a contractual choice of law
clause.
Courts have recently begun to apply the act of state doctrine in cases involving
the performance of contracts that have contacts with both the United States and
a foreign country. These cases fall into two categories: cases in which, a party
claims that a foreign act of state has modified the contractual claim of a foreign
obligee against a U.S. obligor,88 and cases in which a foreign obligor claims that
'the foreign act of state has modified the foreign obligor's contractual obligation
owed to a U.S. obligee. 9
In some of these contract performance cases the courts have held that the foreign
act of state modified the contractual obligation; in others, the courts have held
to the contrary. In all of these cases, the courts have held that whether the foreign
act of state will be given effect depends on the location or situs of the obligation:
If the contract is "located" in the foreign country, the foreign act of state will
be given effect, whereas if the contract is "located" in the United States, it will
not.90
An agreement containing a choice of law clause stipulating a foreign law gener-
ally precludes all New York law, even mandatory rules of New York law, unless
a rule of mandatory New York law reflects an important New York public policy.
If the country whose law governs the agreement issues an act of state, the act is
part of the applicable law and under the traditional conflict of laws principles
would be given effect in accordance with the intention of the parties. 91 An opinion
on a governing law clause stipulating a foreign law clearly should extend to this
rule of conflict of laws. 92 The ABA Accord's exclusion of foreign acts of state
from the consideration of the opining lawyer makes hardly any sense in this
context.
87. See cases cited in Gruson, Act of State Doctrine, supra note 26, at 519 n.3, 531 n.59; Louis
Henkin, Act of State Today: Recollections in Tranquility, 6 COLUM. J. TRANSNAT'L L. 175, 178-80
(1967).
88. See, e.g., Bandes v. Harlow & Jones, Inc., 852 F.2d 661 (2d Cir. 1988); United Bank Ltd.
v. Cosmic Int'l, Inc., 542 F.2d 868 (2d Cir. 1976); Tabacalera Severiano Jorge, S.A. v. Standard
Cigar Co., 392 F.2d 706 (5th Cir.), cert. denied, 393 U.S. 924 (1968); Republic of Iraq v. First Nat'l
City Bank, 353 F.2d 47 (2d Cir. 1965), cert. denied, 382 U.S. 1027 (1966); Gruson, Act of State
Doctrine, supra note 26, at 535-38.
89. See, e.g., Grass v. Credito Mexicano, S.A., 797 F.2d 220, 222 (5th Cir. 1986), cert. denied,
480 U.S. 934 (1987); Riedel v. Bancam, S.A., 792 F.2d 587,592 (6th Cir. 1986); Braka v. Bancomer,
S.N.C., 762 F.2d 222 (2d Cir. 1985); Callejo v. Bancomer, S.A., 764 F.2d 1101 (5th Cir. 1985);
Allied Bank Int'l v. Banco Credito Aricola de Cartago, 757 F.2d 516 (2d Cir.), cert. dismissed, 473
U.S. 934 (1985); Weston Banking Corp. v. Turkiye Garanti Bankasi, A.S., 442 N.E.2d 1195 (N.Y.
1982); Gruson, Act of State Doctrine, supra note 26, at 533-35.
90. See Gruson, Act of State Doctrine, supra note 26, at 542-47; Note, The Act of State Doctrine:
Resolving Debt Situs Confusion, 86 COLUM. L. REv. 594 (1986).
91. See Gruson, Act of State Doctrine, supra note 26, at 539-41; Gruson, Opinions of New York
Counsel, supra note 5, at 403-04.
92. See Gruson, Opinions of New York Counsel, supra note 5, at 403-05; accord Grabar &
Pergam, supra note 1, at 144.
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The ABA Accord position on foreign acts of state make little sense even where
the opinion is given by a New York lawyer on a contract governed by New York
law. Where the act of state doctrine requires that a foreign law or decree must
be enforced by the New York forum although New York law governs the
agreement, the doctrine determines, contrary to the intention of the parties, the
law that governs the performance of certain aspects of the agreement. 93 As stated
above, in order to determine whether the foreign act of state affects the perfor-
mance of a contract, courts search for the situs of the contract: If the situs of the
contract is found in the country that has issued the act of state, the act of state
will prevail over the choice of New York law; if the situs of the contract is found
in New York, the stipulated law will prevail over the act of state. The question
whether a foreign act of state should be given effect is merely a search for the law
governing the performance of a contract. 94 If the situs of an agreement governed by
New York law is located (or may be located) in a foreign country, the parties to
the agreement have a justified interest in an opinion that the stipulated law might
not prevail, and New York counsel should state in the opinion that the legal, valid,
and binding nature under New York law and the enforceability of the agreement
in question may be subject to an act of state of the foreign country in which the
agreement has its situs. 95 The determination of the situs of an agreement is a legal
issue, albeit possibly a difficult one. The purpose of legal opinions is not to avoid
difficult legal issues.
IV. Other Bar Association Reports
None of the state bar association reports on legal opinions contains a very
thoughtful analysis of the conflict of laws issues involved when an opinion is
given in a transborder transaction. One is tempted to conclude that some of these
reports betray a certain fear of conflict of laws rules. New York's TriBar Report9 6
is curiously silent on legal opinions by a New York lawyer on agreements gov-
erned by a law other than New York law.
The Second California Business Transaction Report97 and the California Report
on the ABA Accord'8 report that California lawyers hesitate to give an opinion on
93. The results of the act of state doctrine can be reconciled with traditional conflict of laws
concepts if one understands the doctrine as introducing an important public policy of a jurisdiction
other than the forum jurisdiction. See RESTATEMENT, supra note 25, § 187(2); Gruson, Act of State
Doctrine, supra note 26, at 539; Gruson, Opinions of New York Counsel, supra note 5, at 402-03.
94. When the contract stipulates that the law of a country other than the country that has issued
the act of state shall apply, the situs determination expresses the conclusion, whether or not under
the test set forth in RESTATEMENT, supra note 25, § 187(2), the public policy reflected in the act
should prevail over the stipulated law. See Gruson, Act of State Doctrine, supra note 26, at 543-44.
95. Accord Grabar & Pergam, supra note 1, at 145.
96. See supra note 4.
97. Supra note 4, 45 Bus. LAW. 2197-98, reprinted in FITZGIBBON & GLAZER, supra note 4, at
9:36-:37.
98. Supra note 11, at n.18, reprinted in FITZGIBBON & GLAZER, supra note 4, at 3:16-:17.
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any choice of law clause (whether stipulating California law or a foreign law) and
recommend reasoned opinions on choice of law issues.99
The Arizona Report discusses opinions on agreements governed by a law of a
jurisdiction other than Arizona, and suggests that an opinion that the choice of
law clause is valid is "theoretically preferable because it requires no hypothetical
opinions." 1 ° The Arizona Report suggests a choice of law opinion that is concep-
tually not very different from the recommendations made by the IBA Opinion
Report. 101 The Arizona Report also recommends that an opinion that documents
are enforceable be understood to include the opinion that Arizona courts would
uphold the parties' choice of law when the documents recite that they are governed
by the law of a particular state.'02
The Florida Report correctly says: "If the contract provides that it is governed
by Florida law, the remedies opinion means that a Florida court will give effect
to the governing law provision and apply Florida law. If the contract states that
it is governed by the law of another jurisdiction, however, the remedies opinion
means that a Florida court will apply the internal law of the other jurisdiction." 103
The Florida Report, however, does not propose a specific choice of law opinion;
it only interprets the traditional "legal, valid, and binding" remedies opinion.
According to the Georgia Report, a remedies opinion on an agreement governed
by a law other than the law of the jurisdiction of the opining lawyer cannot be
understood as an opinion on the choice of law clause but assumes that, notwith-
standing the contractual governing law clause, the courts of the Opining Jurisdic-
tion will apply the substantive law of the Opining Jurisdiction.'04 That is, the
opinion assumes that the law of the Opining Jurisdiction applies to the contract.
The Georgia Report indicates that its position is justified by the undeveloped state
of Georgia's conflict of laws rules.105
IV. Conclusions
(1) The parties to a commercial agreement have an understandable desire that
the rights and obligations under the agreement be as well defined and predictable
as possible. Entry into the agreement is, after all, motivated largely by the parties'
wish to make the behavior of the other party, and thereby the achievement of the
99. Id. The concern of the California Report on the ABA Accord about the uncertainty of the
choice of law analysis in California may have been ameliorated since the reenactment of CAL. CIV.
CODE § 1646.5 and the decision in Nedlloyd Lines B.V. v. Superior Court, 834 P.2d 1148 (Cal.
1992). The suggestion in note 18 of the California Report on the ABA Accord that the concept of
RESTATEMENT, supra note 25, § 187(2) makes it unwise to give an opinion on any choice of law clause
is difficult to accept.
100. Supra note 4, reprinted in FITZGInBON & GLAZER, supra note 4, at 11:50.
101. Id.
102. Id. at 11:35.
103. Supra note 4, reprinted in FITZGIBBON & GLAZER, supra note 4, at 12:37-:38.
104. Supra note 4, reprinted in FITZGIBBON & GLAZER, supra note 4, at 13:125-:130, 13:178.
105. Id. at 13:126-:127.
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desired economic results, certain and predictable. The choice of law clause in the
agreement is one important element in the attempt to accomplish this purpose.
The rights and obligations of a party under an agreement may differ substantially
depending on whether the agreement is governed by New York, German, or Saudi
Arabian law. Because the choice of law clause is so important, sophisticated
businessmen understandably desire the judgment of lawyers-legal opinions-as
to whether and to what extent such clause will be upheld by courts in those
jurisdictions in which litigation is likely.
The needs of the opinion recipient are not well served if the opinion uses certain
time-worn phrases that-the recipient will be told-mean something different
from what they seem to say. The IBA Opinion Report has concluded that:
(i) the traditional remedies opinion ("the agreement is legal, valid, binding and enforce-
able") can only be given by a lawyer of the jurisdiction the law of which governs the
agreement;
(ii) a lawyer from any other jurisdiction can only give a conflict of laws opinion; and
(iii) a conflict of laws opinion must be phrased in a way that is informative under the
applicable rules of conflict of laws. '0
Although the IBA Opinion Report does not address the issue, it does not exclude
the possibility that in unusual cases the opining lawyer might be asked to give an
additional opinion that an agreement that is governed by a foreign law would be
legal, valid, and binding on the assumption that the law of the opining lawyer
governs the agreement.
The ABA Accord, on the other hand, asks the opining lawyer from a jurisdiction
other than that of the governing law to give a remedy opinion on a hypothetical
agreement that is deemed to be governed by the law of the opining lawyer. This
opinion-if requested in connection with international contracts-usually would
require an analysis that is expensive and beyond the ability of many practitioners.
The ABA Accord does permit, however, the parties to agree on the delivery of
a conflict of laws opinion.
Thus, the real difference between both bar associations is one of priority: Which
type of opinion should be given as a rule and which should be given only if
expressly requested. The issue is not only one of semantics. Because the ABA
Accord makes the usually correct approach the exception, much time will be spent
by lawyers-and much irritation will be generated among clients-on "opinion
negotiations" ("private ordering" in the parlance of the ABA Accord). This result
runs counter to one of the primary aims of the various bar associations that have
studied legal opinions, namely to create a common understanding about opinions
and to reduce the time spent on unnecessary discussions.
(2) Some lawyers in the United States feel very uneasy if asked to render conflict
of laws opinions and claim lack of familiarity with that area of law. Such lawyers
should not counsel in international transactions. Lawyers in some states refer to
106. IBA Opinion Report, supra note 6, at 84-87, 97; Gruson, supra note 5, at 366-69.
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the confused and unpredictable state of conflict of laws in their jurisdictions.
Frequently these uncertainties relate only to the limitations on an otherwise effec-
tive choice of law clause, for example the public policy exception. Research will
show that in most jurisdictions there are only very few cases in which the scope
of a choice of law clause was limited by an important public policy. Furthermore,
the opining lawyer should point out any uncertainties to the opinion recipient. If
the opinion recipient's need for predictability leads to the conclusion that a particu-
lar state does not have a predictable conflict of laws system and that therefore its
courts should be avoided, the recipient can try to achieve such result by way of
contract negotiation. The opinion recipient may also conclude that the uncertain-
ties pointed out in the opinion, for instance the possible application by the forum
of a public policy of a third country or state, represent only remote risks under
the circumstances of the transaction and can be disregarded.
If the conflict of laws rules of a state are confused, undeveloped, and unpredict-
able, the international business of that state will be harmed. The legal practitioners
in that jurisdiction will also suffer because the foreign contract parties will insist
that law and jurisdiction of other countries be stipulated. Those members of the
business community and the bar concerned with international business have a
vested interest in clear and predictable choice of law and forum selection rules.
If the study of conflict of laws opinions shows that the conflict of laws rules of
a state need improvement, the local bar should work on an improvement of such
rules. "
(3) This article only addressed international transactions and opinions rendered
in connection with international transactions. It is not difficult to see that the same
analysis also applies to interstate transactions.
107. See N.Y. GEN. OBtIG. LAW § 5-1401 (McKinney 1989); A.B. City N.Y. Report, supra note
19; CAL. CIv. CODE § 1646.5. Both of these statutes that clarify choice of law rules were the result
of efforts of concerned members of the bar.
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